**Key Facts**

- **Degree:** Bachelor of Science
- **Duration:** Full time (6 semester)  
  Part time* (12 semester)
- **Admission:**  
  - Bachelor degree in Business and Economics Education or equivalent  
  - Faculty internal evaluation of suitability  
  - Further admission requirements for chosen qualification option (according to study regulations)

**Career Prospects**

A Master’s degree in Business and Economics Education qualifies graduates to work …

- At vocational schools (higher education)  
- in vocational education  
- in youth and adult education as teacher, trainer, or lecturer

Furthermore, possible other fields of occupation include: Human resource departments in companies; educational institutions, associations, and chambers; and public institutions.

Direction II additionally allows you to realize a clerkship and therewith teach at a vocational school.

* Not possible when chosen study direction II

---

**Contact**

**Contact person**

TU Dresden  
Faculty of Business and Economics  
Prof. Dr. Bärbel Fürstenau  
Tel.: +49 351 463 32959  
Fax.: +49 351 463 37194  
E-Mail: baerbel.fuerstenau@tu-dresden.de

**Adress**

Georg Schumann Building  
Münchner Platz 2-3  
01187 Dresden
You may choose between two study directions I und II. Study direction I is business-oriented, while direction II combines topics in business and economics with an additional chosen qualification.

The program consists of core modules, electives, and a master thesis.

The mandatory core modules teach fundamentals in Business and Economics as well as Business and Economics Education. Furthermore, you have to realize practical studies in a school and a practical school training (obligatory in direction II) or industrial training. When choosing Direction II, you additionally take mandatory courses in your chosen qualification option.

The elective modules allow you to choose modules of interest in the areas of: Business Education, Business Management, Economics, and an additional field.

The program is completed with a Master thesis.

Mandatory Modules (Business/Economics)
- Fundamentals in methods and scientific principles *

Mandatory Modules (Education)
- Neuere Theorien des Lehrens und Lernens
- Komplexe Lehr-Lern-Arrangements
- Multimediales Lernen**
- Practical Studies in School
- Practical (School) Training
- Research seminar

Mandatory Modules in Qualification (study direction II only)

Elective Modules in Business and Economics
- Business Administration
- Economics
- Business and Economics Education **
- Interdisciplinary additional fields **

Master thesis
- Only in study direction I or study direction II when chosen qualification option mathematics
- ** Study direction I only

Qualification options
- German language
- English language
- Ethics / Philosophy
- Evangelische Religion
- French language
- History
- Informatics
- Catholic religion
- Mathematics